
Lisa Barnett is an internationally recognized teacher, 
speaker, and author with more than twenty years of 
experience in spiritual counseling and healing.

By incorporating information from the Akashic Records, 
Lisa empowers individuals to find greater fulfillment, 
happiness, abundance and health by aligning with their 
soul path, realizing soul contracts, and completing karma 
and past life vows. Her special healing technique, called 
“Pain Body Release™,” helps to clear accumulated emotional 
pain and trauma.

Through her school, Lisa provides her students with the 
knowledge needed to access their own personal soul 
records, helping ordinary people experience lasting 
transformation. The ancient yet accessible Akashic 
guidance creates clarity and healing for Lisa’s clients, 
students, audience and her readers.

Your readers will learn:

• What the Akashic Records are.
• How to use the Akashic Records every day to improve   
   your life.
• How the Akashic Records can clear karma and get 
   you unstuck.
• How you make soul contracts with people, and how to  
   know when they’re complete.
• Why you may have chosen your family of origin

Lisa Barnett 
Founder of the Akashic Knowing School of Wisdom
Akashic Record Teacher and Consultant

QUESTIONS TO ASK LISA

What are the Akashic Records?

How can I use the Akashic
Records in my life?

What do the Akashic Records
say about soul contracts and
does that have anything to do
with the families we have?

Can learning to access my
Akashic Records help with
issues I’m facing in my life?

Is there an easy way to finish with 
some of the karma I came to com-
plete?

Does it take a special talent to 
access the Akashic Records?

How do our past lives affect
this life?

What does it mean when we
talk about a person’s “Soul
path or purpose”?

How do we know if we’re on
our path?
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• Learn how to clear karma with ease using Akashic Records wisdom.

• What do the Akashic record, divine guidance and happiness have in common?

• How to release resistance & open yourself to receptivity: How the Akashic Records can  
   assist you in aligning with your soul purpose.

• Are soul contracts and families of origin creating resistance in your life?

Lisa’s presentations are popular, and include repeat invitations to major events.

Her past audiences include:

Lisa Barnett: Speaking Topics 
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T E L E S U M M I T S
• You Wealth Revolution, Darius Barazandeh

• Energized Living Today, Cindy Kubicka, Host

• Your Life Without Limits, Debra Poneman, Host

• Manifest Everything Now, Kristen Howe, Host

• Beyond The Ordinary,  John Burgos, Host

• Spark Your Heart, Christel Hughes

• From Heartache to Joy Global Series, 
   Eram Saeed, Host

• Crazy, Rich, Free Show, Jeneth Blackert

L I V E  L E C T U R E S
• New Life Expo - San Francisco 2007-2015
• Holistic Arts Fair - San Francisco 2010- 2015
• Akashic Record Conference - Buenos Aires,
   Argentina 2012

R A D I O  S H O W S
• World Puja Network - Sheila Gale Show
• Award-winning, syndicated “Dare to Dream”  
   Deborah Dachinger
• Dr. Kimberly McGeorge Show
• “Your are what you love!” - Vaishali
• The Deb Colitti Radio Show - “A life on purpose”
• “Seeing Beyond Radio” - Bonnie Coleen

You’ll also receive healing prayers and clearings on the show:

• Energy healing and a clearing from the Akashic Masters.

• A guided visualization to reclaim past life information
  and help align you with your soul purpose.



Being heard, understood and accepted in itself is healing. On top of that is all the clearing work 

you facilitated! Thank you so, so much for your work, diligence and following your guidance! 

Thank you! ~ Dennis

Thanks for the great insights. I never dreamed that the work I was doing had a deeper con-

nection to my life’s purpose. I can now look at the work I am doing with a better understanding 

and with more joy and optimism.~ Sam G.

Thank you and the Masters for all of your insights...and the amazing marketing advice!

~ J.S., Canada

I was asked once again to do a radio interview and although I was nervous, the overwhelming 

terror that you cleared was gone! ~ Jenny G., South Africa

I want to tell you that my musical performance went a lot better because of [my consultation]. I 

seem to be over the fear of playing in front of a group and distraction problem that we worked 

on is gone as well.~ Cammi V.

I have a new understanding now of why I feel the way I do about family. ~ Irene G. 

I will be travelling soon from SFO to Rome to start my new job. Thank you a thousand times for 

being the catalyst of my new life! ~ Rick

After the last time you cleared old energy and beliefs for me, I did the Forgiveness Prayer for 33 

Days. I received a ticket to India. Also got some spending money. Yes I have cleared all the ob-

stacles and am ready to have a new life. I had a great trip; saw the family after 4 years. Visited 

spiritual places and enjoyed. ~ Arun
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Lisa Barnett: Testimonials AKASHIC CONSULTATIONS



Lisa’s work is amazing. I took her prosperity workshop, and in the following 12 months 

doubled my income without making any changes to my business nor increasing my marketing 

efforts ... This year I was just as busy during my “slow” season as my busy one! ~ PB, San Francisco

Lisa Barnett’s Transform Your Limiting Money Beliefs is life changing ... It includes many pow-

erful tools to easily use in everyday life. I am shifting money blocks, and changing my percep-

tions. Just after doing the first two recordings I got a new client and a potential sweet deal for 

my book. ~ Jen D.

Amazingly, I have already had a manifestation of financial abundance. I do legal support which 

I get paid for by the hour and business has been very slow all year but has dramatically in-

creased in the past two weeks (and normally holiday time is slow). So I am very excited about 

this and see it as a result of your course! ~ Renee

At times I forgot it was about money! Because the healing became such a central focus. I sense 

this has gone a long way toward dealing with money issues and I look forward to revisiting the 

exercises. ~ Tim, Australia 

No words can describe this feeling of love and completion...except my tears of joy every time 

I connect into the Akashic Record. I start to feel Love, Love and more Love along with tears of 

Joy. I feel the Oneness. ~ Rakesh G. 

Through Lisa’s class and techniques, you really can learn how to increase the natural ability 

we all have and access divine knowledge. ~ Kim

I am medical doctor from Republic of Georgia and your energy touched me even here. I am 

really blessed that I had this amazing call today. Thank you so much for helping people like me 

who need support and help. ~ David
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